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2. EXPERITEI{TAL

The epitaxial structures were grown on
(100) GaAs substrates prepared in the usual
mannert) in a vert i cal transport M0VPE

reactor. Dimethyl zinc, dinethylcadmiun and
dinethylselenide tvere used as the reactants.
Growth was carried out under the conditions
listed in TabIe 1.

TabIe L; tl0VPE Grorth Conditions

Substrate ( 100) GaAs
Growth Tenperature 4?5'C
Growth Pressure 780 Torr
Total Hz FIow 2 lmin-l
Flow (CHs) zZn+ (CHs) zCd 18 p molnin-1
FIow (CHg) zSe 38 # nolnin-l
UI/II Ratio 2. I

The resulting layers were examined by
secondary ion nass spectronetry (SIMS),
transnission electron nicroscopy (TElt) and
photoluninescence (PL).

SIUS rr,as performed us i ng Cs* i on
ablati on. TEM sanples were prepared for
exanination in (110) proiection by thinning
using Ar radical niIIing. A He-Cd Iaser was
used to excite the sanples, which were
cooled in a variable flow He cryostat.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOI{

In order to assess the interface
stability of CdZnSe-ZnSe superlattices two
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The growth of CdZnSe-ZnSe multilayers using (CHs)zSe at 475'C is
reported. Despite the occurrence of thernally induced diffusion,
observed by SIUS, quantun wells of the desired alloy composition can
still be grown if the well width is greater than about 10 nm. The

uniform layers allow stimulated emission to be obtained at 77 K from a

nulti-quantun weII sample under nitrogen Iaser excitation.

1. INTRODUCTIOI{

The growth of CdZnSe-ZnSSe multi layer
structures has recently led to the
production of the first blue/ green laser
diodes by nolecular bean epitaxy (II{BE)1).

However conparatively few studies have been
made us ing netal-organi c vapour phase
epitaxy (U0VPE). This nay be due to a

nunber of factors: the absence, at present,
of high quality p-type M0VPE grown ZnSe; the
problen of poor surface norphologies
leading to wavy interfaces using hydride
based II{OVPE2), and the potenti aI problem of
inter-layer di ffus i on for structures grown
wi th (CHg) zSe due to the hi gher growth
tenperature that is required3'o).

Photopunped Iasing has been observed
in ll0VPE grown ZnSe-CdSe superlattices using
HzSe as the group VI sourcet). However, the
naxinun tenperature that Ias ing can be
observed at is very low, around 40 K, due to
the layer fluctuations that are observed in
such structures, for exanple by TEilz).

In thi s paper we examine the
poss ibi I i ty of growing CdZnSe-ZnSe
nultilayer structures using (CHs)zSe as the
group VI source. The growth of CdZnSe has
been reported previously*'. In this study
the stabi I ity of the resulting structures
against interface diffusion in particular is
exan i ned.
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structures,'A' and'B' were grown, each
consisting of two CdZnSe quantun wells of
the sane thickness sandwiched between ZnSe
Iayers. The total thickness of the
structures were kept below the critical
thickness of the layer as a whole in order
to prevent nisfit dislocations, which nay
affect the di ffusion properties of the
Iayers, from forming. The CdZnSe well
widths in the two sanples were 5 nn in
structure A and 20 nn in structure B

respecti vely and the noninal Cd
conpositions, x, were 0.3 (A) and 0.05 (B).
In both cases the structures tvere analyzed
by SIMS and TEll.

Figure 1 shows the SIUS profiles for
the layers described above. In both cases
the deeper well is less well defined than
the shallower one, and the interfaces becone
progressively poorer as one goes deeper into
the layer. Furthernore in structure A
(Figure 1a) the naximun conposition of the
two wells is different. (The maximum well
depth even of the shallower layers is also
nuch less than was expected - but the effect
is too large to be due to diffusion alone
suggesting that other factors nay be at
work. ) These results are as one would
expect if interdiffusion during growth is a
probl en.

TEli{ of the two structures showed that
the layers were sub-critical thickness, with
no nisfit dislocations being observed at the
substrate-epi layer interface. However the
low Cd conposition of the wells nade then
difficult to see. Furthernore orienting the
sanple onto a projection nore sensitive to
compositional variations tvas impossible. In
structure B the shallower well only could be
clearly di scerned, whi le the contrast rl,as
not sufficient to observe the lower well
confirming the presence of interdiffusion
during growth.

These resul ts conf i rn that i t i s
essentially inpossible to grorv atonically
abrupt CdZnSe based connon-anion multilayers
using (CHs) zSe as the group VI source.
However wider weIls, greater than about 10
nn nay be grown i f sone di ffus i on i s
acceptable and the growth tine after the
start of the nultiple layer growth is not
excess i ve.

Based on these results a sanple
consisting of 3, 30 nn Cdo. o sZno. esSe
quantum wel ls separated by 30 nn ZnSe
barriers and surrounded by a thick 2 pn
buffer and 1 pn cap was grown (Structure C).
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Flg- 1 SIIiS proflles for a) structure A and b)
structure B- Arrows rark expected Cd level.

Figure 2 shows the SIUS profile through this
sanple. Three wells of the expected alloy
conposition are found. Unfortunately the
resolution of the SIMS is not sufficient to
deternine the anount of interdiffusion that
has occurred in this case. Three wells are
also observed by TEi{.
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The very low Cd concentration in the
wel ls of structure A nade the
photoluninescence difficult to interpret. A
relatively weak peak around 445' nn was
observed at 77 K. In contrast, structure B
showed nuch stronger enission, with a nain
peak around 465 DD, suggestive of quantun
well luninescence. Two other peaks, visible
as shoulders on either side of the nain peak
were also found. The enission was quite
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broad, with a full width half naxinun (Fl|lHI{)
of 4.5 nn suggesting that some inhourogeneity
rrlas present in the welIs, either in alloy
composition or in well width.

Structure C exhibited strong
photoluminescence around 460 nm when excited
at 77K. Furthernore the nain peak was
considerably narrower than for structure B,
with a FlllHU of less than 1.5 nn, this value
decreased further to around 1 nn at liquid
Helium tenperatures. A second higher energy
peak was also found.

For both samples which exhibited
bright Iuminescence (structures B and C)
strong emission could be observed up to over
100 K. As the tenperature was raised the
intensity ratio of the various near-bandedge
peaks varied - in a different nanner in each
of the two cases - suggesting that the
nultiple peaks cone from di fferent sources
in structure B and C.

4. PIIOTOPUIIPED LASII{G

Laser cavi t i es were prepared from
structures B and C by thinning the
substrate, fol lowed by cleaving strips
varying from .25 to 2 nn in length. When
excited by 600 ps Nz laser pulses at 77 K

bright polarized edge enission (Figure 3),
indicative of lasing, is observed at a
wavelength of 465 nn fron structure C.

However fron structure B no such
Iuninescence could be observed.
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Flg.3 Polartzatlon of the edge erlssLon of a cavttycleaved fror structure C. T-77K, I=lOfer.

the threshold intensity may be due to the
extremely short pulse length of the N Iaser
leading to a relatively inefficient punp.
Further experiments using a longer pulse
length laser are in progress.
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Fla.4 Sarple lntenslty vs- N laser purp Poeer for a
25O ttt cavlty of structure C.

5. C0ilCLUSI0NS

It has been shown that multiple layer
structures of CdZnSe-ZnSe can be grown using
dinethylselenide, despite the higher growth
tenperatures that are required. However,
atonically abrupt interfaces are not
achievable and a nininum thickness Iinit of
about 1Onn must observed. I f these
conditions are followed highly planar wells,
fron which lasing can be observed under
optical pumping, are achievable.
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